
  
 
 

SUMMER SHIPPING! 
 
 
Please note that during the hot summer months - cream based items such as Concealers, 
Lipsticks, Pomades, etc. may be subject to prolonged heat exposure. 
 
We suggest that you consider expedited shipping to avoid conditions that are out of our control 
(2 or 3-day shipping depending on your location). We will do our best when packing these goods 
 and try to avoid shipping in the latter part of the week but cannot be held responsible for issues 
 that may arise due to extreme heat conditions. Whether we are shipping to you direct, or to a  
copacker, as well as you shipping to your own clients, we both cannot control the climate during 
the shipping process.  Warehouses/trucks/vans utilized by shippers are NOT climate controlled.   
Note:  for larger shipments using a freight carrier, there are trucks with refrigerated service as 
an option. 
 
 
SUGGESTED TIPS (FROM US TO YOU AND YOU TO YOUR CLIENTS): 

We ask that you keep an eye on tracking, so you can grab your package as soon as it arrives or 
that you request it be shipped elsewhere if no one will be available to take it out of the heat. We 
can't control what happens once the carrier drops it off to you. Do not allow your product to sit 
outside - remove as soon as possible. If you are going to be out of town, your local delivery 
service may be able to delay shipment or arrange an alternative pickup upon your request to 
the carrier.  Example: ask your local carrier (Fedex / UPS) if they will take your package to a 
nearby office for pickup.   

Immediately open your products and inspect. In heated weather, products can release a bit of 
the ingredient oil/liquid - this is referred to as sweating.  This is NOT a ruined or rotten product. 
It may look a little different, but it will still be the same and perfectly safe to use. 
Leave your product at room temperature for a couple of hours or pop it into the fridge or freezer 
for a bit to set the product back to a firmer state (do not over expose). 
 
Liquid and oils can separate at high temps.  You can resolve any separation by vigorously  
stirring and replace lid.   Thereafter keep product at room temperature (approx. 68° F). 

 


